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ABSTRACT 

ABSTRACT 

Art is considered as a medium of expression for human thoughts, desires, emotions 
and ideas. The signs and symbols act as the vehicle for the communication of the 
different expressions. In Architecture too, various signs and symbols are used to 
communicate ideas through Architectural expressions of the spaces and elements. 

The expressions which evoke negative or wrong types of emotions create difficulties 
and uncomtbrtabilitjes in achieving required lite goals of the human being mainly 
through their inability to indulge in the correct behavioral patterns. 

It is essential to accommodate appropriate Architectural expressions in the built 
environment in order to facilitate the correct behavioral patterns of the user. This 
concept is illustrated by considering the way of practice of Buddhism of the Buddhist 
devotee in the setting of the temple environment. 

The Buddhist religion is a disciplined way of life that progressively leads to the 
elevation of the mind. But it is so complex and comprehensive for the common man to 
understand. By understanding that the Buddha himself in the 'Parinibbana suttra' had 
explained a way of practice for the uneducated common man in order to develop 
his/her mind for the understanding of the great philosophy, the Buddhism. 

Through this way of practice, it is expected to develop 'Saddha', 'Sila' and trust in 
Triple gem (Buddha , Dhamma , and sangha) among the mentality of the Buddhist 
devotee. These three achievements guide the devotee in understanding the deeper 
aspects of the philosophy, and finally to the extinction of all sufferings. 

The way of practice of Buddhism leads to achieve above mentioned aspects through 
evoking the positive emotions like formality, hierarchical consideration, faithfulness, 
truthfulness , respectfulness , obedience , awareness , consciousness , mental and 

physical purity. But the way of practice alone cannot achieve this successfully, the 
temple environment which the devotee practice has a leading role. 
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ABSTRACT 

It is clear that the way of practice of Buddhism and the Buddhist religious Architecture 
go hand in hand in evoking the positive emotions among devotee mentality on the 
correct place at the correct time. 

The appropriate expressive qualities which facilitate in evoking the identified emotions 
are Formality , Sacredness , Mystery, Dominance, Purity and Tranquility. These qualities 
can be identified as the major components of the primary expressive quality of the 
temple environment. 

The temple environment achieves these appropriate expressive qualities through its 
Architectural planning arrangements , spaces , places and elements by being the 
facilitators in evoking the correct emotions among Buddhist devotee through the Way of 
practice of Buddhism. 
The fact that the physical built environment is determined by the behavior of the 
human being is well illustrated by the various fashions and styles of built forms which 
appeared in consecutive time periods in the Architectural history. 

The two types of processes between the built environment and the human behavior 
can be identified as a reciprocal process in which each one is interdependent on the 
other. 

Hence , Architecture is a process of concretizing suitable built environments to 
accommodate the human living patterns as well as required emotions and is a process 
of concretizing the human living patterns by the built forms, once built 

xiv 



SUMMARY 

S U M M A R Y 

Architecture is considered as a form of an art which makes a direct appeal to the best 
in the human being. Art communicates messages through the expressions produced by 
it. Therefore, art is considered as a medium of expression for human thoughts, desires 
.emotions and ideas. 

The whole system of communication occurs through the use of sign and symbols. The 
sign always means what it says on face value. While a symbol always stands for 
something more than its face value and is a concept for a more complex idea or 
process. 

In Architecture too, various signs and symbols are used to communicate the necessary 
ideas , through Architectural expressions, produced by the spaces and elements of a 
building. These spaces and elements are organized in such a way as to achieve the 
maximum in terms of correct expressions. 

It has been identified that within a building the behavior of the user is greatly affected 
by the expression of the building environment. The behavior of the human being is 
considered as a mode of action which directed towards satisfying needs and achieving 
required life goals. 

When the physical environments evoke negative or wring types of emotive feelings, 
with relevance to the purpose, through the expressions given by them, difficulties arise 
regarding the achievement of the users required goals through their inability to indulge 
in the correct behavioral patterns. Therefore the built environments should 
accommodate appropriate Architectural expressions in order to facilitate the 

correct behavioral patterns of the users. 

In order to illustrate this phenomenon , the behavioral pattern of the Buddhist 
devotee in the setting of the temple environment is considered. This behavior is 
mainly guided by the Way of practice of Buddhism which was introduced by the lord 
Buddha himself and got modified according to the cultural and social aspects of the 
related contexts. 
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SUMMARY 

The Buddhist religion teaches its followers to find a way for the elimination of all 
worldly sufferings. It is a disciplined way of lite that progressively leads to the elevation 
of the mind by removing 'Lobha' (greed), 'Dosa' (malic), 'Moha' (inordinate desire) for 
the achievements of 'sila', 'samadhi', 'panna' and finally attain extinction from all 
sufferings. That is the 'nibbhana'. 

Originally the Buddhism does not recommend any type of worship or any other kind of 
ritualistic practice as a path leading to the attainment of ultimate reality. But because 
of the difficulty in understanding the Buddhism by the uneducated common man, the 
Buddhist way of practice was established by the Lord Buddha himself and later it was 
modified by influencing the social, cultural aspects of the context 

However the main purpose of the Way of practice of Buddhism is to prepare the 

ordinary Buddhist devotee to a kind of a physical and mental situation which he 

could understand the essentials of Buddhism or the reality of life. The Buddhist 

way of practice teach the devotee to develop 'saddha', sought refuge in triple gem, the 
'Buddha', 'Dhamma', 'sangha', and at the same time observe 'sila'. 
The wise man who had already developed 'Saddha', sought refuge in the Triple gem 
and live according to 'Sila', do not want to practice Buddhist activities. They can 
practice 'Bhawana', develop their mind and attain 'Samadhi' and 'Panna'. Then finally 
achieve 'VimuW'. So it is clear that the way of practice of Buddhism is totally for the 
uneducated common man. 

To promote the uneducated common man on doing the way of practice of Buddhism 
and understanding the truths of life, there are some conceptions which the ordinary 
Buddhists believed in , the conception of universe and cosmic time , conception of 
Rebirth and the conception of Karma. These conceptions helps to increase the devotee 
understanding and practicing of Buddhism. 

Relating to the above conceptions, in order to develop 'saddha', trust in the Triple gem 
and practicing sila , there are several activities to be done. Namely 'Punyakarma', 
'Charitrakarma' and 'Shantikarma'. Thise are known as Buddhist activities. When Thero 
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SUMMARY 

Mahinda first introduced Buddhism to Sri Lanka, these Buddhist activities were also 
introduced to the country. These activities, which was practiced in the India at that 
time, got mixed with the Sri Lankan culture, and modified accordingly, and carried up to 
the present date. 

Through Charithrakarma and Shanthikarma , Buddhist devotee could incorporate 
Buddhism in to his day today life, and because of that it developed new concepts of 
Buddhism and a new Buddhist tradition. But this could never help any one to get rid 

• of all sufferings and attain vimutti. But the Way of practice of Buddhism which 
comes under the Punyakarma, facilitate to develop Saddha, sought refuge in triple gem 
and observe Sila. 

The Buddhist religious places, the temples are the places built for the practice of 
Buddhism, because temple is the place where the Triple gem exists. Earlier the temples 
were totally built for the residential purposes of monks. But after the Lord Buddha had 
passed way , with some additions like 'dagaba', 'Bo - tree' and Shrine , those living 
spaces of monks became the places of worship and those were called as the temples. 

• Then the temple became the permanent centers of the Buddhist religion and found 
their roots as the religious, social, cultural and administrative centers of every locality in 
almost the whole of the south Asian region. 

The Buddhist devotee regularly visit the village temple to do their way of practice of 
Buddhism in order to put the first step in understanding the Buddhism and the ultimate 
extinction from all sufferings. The way of practice of Buddhism is a very systematic 
process which consists of various activities including preliminary preparation which 
should be done at home places. This implies the standard of mentality required before 
even enter in to a temple. After entering in to the temple, the devotee offer flowers, 

• worship, circumambulate and listen to the preaching's of Dhamma. All these activities 
should be done in a very systematic manner. 

By studying deeply about the Way of practice of Buddhism, it could be understand that 
the devotee practice of Buddhism consists of several behavioral patterns such as 
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SUMMARY 

formality , hierarchical consideration , faithfulness , respectfulness , obedience , 

awareness, consciousness, mental and physical purity. 

The appropriate expressive qualities which facilitate the identified Way of practice of a 
Buddhist devotee , are formality ; which is concerned about the order, awareness , 
consciousness and formal behavior; Sacredness; which is concerned with truthfulness, 
faithfulness and respectfulness; Mystery; which concerns respectfulness, obedience and 
truthfulness; Dominance; which concerns respectfulness, obedience, consciousness and 

* awareness ; and Purity which concerns cleanliness, tidiness and mental and physical 
purity. 

There for the major components of the appropriate expressive quality of the temple 
environment are Formality, Sacredness, Mystery, Dominance and Purity. 

Formality in the built environment concerns a pattern of behavior or conduct 
predetermined by customs, beliefs and rules. The criteria that induce or influence 
formality are identified as ; symmetry, order and rhythmic pattern, asymmetry and 
repetition. Their implications are well significant both in international and local 

* architectural environments. 

Symmetry is the most commonly used design principle to create formality in the temple 
environment. Most of the planning arrangements of individual buildings and layout 
planning's reveal this. The architectural spaces such as the entrance transition the 
dagaba, Image housa, the preaching hall, the verandah space and walk-ways also very 
significant features which facilitate the formal behavior of the user. The examples found 
specially in forest monasteries show the achievement of formality through the 
asymmetrical composition. Both the axial and non axial spatial progression create a 
rhythmic pattern of movement through which formality is achieved in the temple 

* environment 

The two essential characteristics of sacredness are considered to be separation and 
inviolability. In all cultures it seems that whatever is sacred or holy will only be felt as 
sacred, if it is hard to reach, requires layers of access, waiting levels of approach, a 
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SUMMARY 

gradual unpeeling, gradual revelation and passage through a series of entering ways 
and door ways. The special progression, layout planning and the interior atmospheres 
of holy places of the world express these aspects that influence the sacredness. 

The architectural planning, spaces, places and elements of the Buddhist temple 
environment also reveal this. The use of multiple layers of spaces in the special 
progression and the expression of the difficulty and strangeness of entering into various 
inner spaces which contain different lighting atmospheres through a series of entrance 
ways and door ways, primarily create sacredness in the temple environment. 

Mystic architecture manifests itself in many ways. It is often spectacular, mysterious 
and awe-inspiring. This quality primarily exists specially in the inner chamber and the 
outer chamber of the shrine room of the Buddhist temple. Major factors which affect 
the creation of mystery are the sense of awe created by the vision of glitter in the 
massive statues, the highly congested special situation which confines the mental and 
physical state of the observer created by a variety of bright colourful statues and 
minute details of wall and ceiling paintings, and the existence of diffused and reflected 
natural light which makes the user aware of objects placed against the general 
darkness of the space, of which the extremes are unidentifiable. 

Dominance implies a quality which imposes a dominating, superior overpowering 
feeling. It always commands a respect for itself and express the sense of power and 
stability leaving the observer feeling somewhat stressed and humble. 

At first sight, the three dimensional image becomes an important aspect of the temple 
in order to express the quality of dominance. The different shapes and different levels 
of the roof, the textures and colours of the walls and the way they have been 
juxtaposed, and the location of the temple complex over the surroundings are the 
primarily design aspects which affect the expression of dominance. The elements of the 
'dagaba' and colonnades, and their arrangements, size, scale, form texture and colour 
are also factors which help in the creatbn of their dominant quality in the temple 
environment 
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SUMMARY 

Purity is usually achieved by the use of symbolic expressions associated with nature 
which considered as a thing which has cleanliness and purity. The simple, clear 
geometry and the clarity of the spatial arrangements also helps to create the 
expression of purity. 

The neatness and cleanliness of the spaces such as 'maluwa' and sleeping cells are 
very significant in achieving this quality in the temple environment. The pure 
geometrical plan forms also help to evoke a sense of purity of the spaces, mainly due 
to the ease of perceiving them without creating a complex mental situation. The 
symbolic use of natural elements such as water, fine white sand and various man-
made elements such as boundary stones ( ' seema gal') and peripheral walls also 
reveal the symbolic purity of the temple environment. 

The study consolidates, the fact that the appropriate behavior can be facilitated or 
modified by the correct use of expressions of the built environment. 

Conversely, it is also true that the physical built environment is determined by the 
behavior of the human being. In most of the traditional social systems, it has been 
identified that the built environments in which people lived, directly related to their cults 
and myths as well as their everyday life. The built form was the physical embodiment 
of their behavioral patterns. 

Two types of these processes, between the physical environment and human behavior 
exist as a reciprocal process in which each one is interdependent from the other. 

Finally, architecture concretizes suitable built environments to accommodate human living 
patterns and secondly in the sense that physical built environments (architecture), once 
built, affect the behavior and the way of life, and concretize the human living patterns. 

X X 
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Topic explanation 

Human beings perceive and understand objects through various expressions produced 
by those objects. 

"The semicircle appears rigid and contained, while the parabola appears dynamic and 

directed". 

(Johnl, CharlsA, Walter.M, DavidV, 1974, 114) 

In Architecture various expressive qualities are given by the use of various signs and 
symbolic elements. Most scholars agree, that these expressive qualities in a given 
physical environment affect the behavior of the human being. Maurice Broady describes 

"....that Architectural design has a direct and determinate effect on the way people 

behave. It implbs a one way process in which the physical environment is the 

independent, and human behavior the dependent variable", (ibid, 25) 

Human behavior is considered as the mode of action which is directed towards 
satisfying needs and achieving certain required life goals. It is true , that certain 
expressions given by certain environments initiate positive reactions within the human 
being in achieving a particular goal in a particular setting. Therefore , the correct 
expressions have to be accommodated in relevant types of built environments. 

This study is primarily based on the argument that the correct use of expression in 
a particular built environment facilitates appropriate patterns of behavior within the 
user. Here in this study, the Buddhist devotee is considered as the particular user 
category, and the Buddhist temple environment is considered as the particular built 

environment, which gives the correct expressions in order to facilitate the correct way 
of practice of the devotee. 

1 



According to Buddhism, the devotee mentality is not up to the standard, to understand 
the Buddhism. The way of practice of Buddhism helps those uneducated common man 
in understanding the Buddhism. 

The Buddhist way of practice means, the way the Buddhist devotee behave in the 
temple environment. This behavioral pattern is primarily introduced by the Lord 
Buddha himself and it was modified according to the social and cultural situations in 
the countries where the Buddhism got spreaded, without harming the basic concepts. 

It is evident that during past 2500 years the Buddhist temple as a center for the 
propagation of the religion has played a major role in determining the social, cultural 
and economic conditions of most of the countries in which Buddhism spread. The 
Buddhist devotee became the key people who uses these temples for their religious 
activities. According to Buddhism the devotee have a very formal and systematic way 
of practicing their religion including various offerings, worshipping and many other. 

The study is regarding this particular way of practice and the required mental condition 
of the devotee which was achieved with reference to the expressive quality of the 
temple. 

Intention of the study 

This dissertation primarily aims at attempting to understand, how and in which manner 
Architectural expression is given by the temple environment to effect and facilitate the 
appropriate type of behavior or mode of behavior (way of practice of Buddhism) 

of the Buddhist devotee. Through that prove the argument mentioned above, "the 
correct use of expressions in a particular built environment facilitates appropriate 
patterns of behavior within the user". 
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Importance of the study 

Architecture communicates massages through various expressive environmental qualities. 
These massages create various emotions that help to form the necessary psychological 
status of human beings through which the behavioral patterns change in order to 
required goals. Hence architecture can not be created properly without having good 
command of its expressions. Even though naturally every human being has an ability to 
form conceptions, he may not be able to concretize them in an expressive manner, 
without having a good knowledge of architectural expressions. The architect should be 
able to realize his architectural thoughts in an effective and expressive form by using 
spaces, elements, colours, textures etc. 

It is argued by most scholars that various studies are useful in understanding the 
behavior of the human being in relation to the expression of the physical environment. 
Studies are essential in analyzing the correct use of architectural expressions of a 
given built environment as the facilitators of the appropriate behavior of that the 
primary user types and to achieve more positive type of user reactions to the 
environments, created by the architects. 

"As architects we help to shape people's future behavior by the environment we 

create. At all stages of the design we make assumptions about human behavior and 

the successes or failures of this work may depend on our ability to predict human 

behavior with reasonable accuracy." (Noble, J, 1963,p.531-546) 

The particular type of architectural expression of the Buddhist temple environment 
clearly reflects the behavioral patterns of this particular kind of human being, the 
Buddhist devotee. Therefore the temple environment is considered as the facilitator of 
the behavior pattern of the devotee. A study of this nature will help to understand the 
way in which the spaces, elements, patterns and planning have been manipulated to 
help achieve the particular type of behavior (way of practice) of the Buddhist devotee. 
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Method of study 

In this dissertation , the expression of the temple environment will be studied with 
relevance to the devotee way of practice of Buddhism. The behavioral pattern of the 
devotee explained by identifying the basic Sri Lankan way of practice of Buddhism by 
observation and according to the "Parinibbhana sutta". 

For the purpose of this study, the essentials of Buddhist philosophy and its impact on 
devotee will be discussed. Through that the origin of the way of practice of Buddhism 
will be explained. This analysis will show that the required mode of behavior of the 
Buddhist devotee in his each and every step of the way of practice consists of 
several behavioral patterns such as consideration of hierarchy, obedience, respect, order 
, awareness, consciousness, truthfulness, and mental and physical purity. 

Then the types of expressive qualities which facilitate the above identified patterns of 
behavior will be understood. These expressive qualities are considered as the 
components of the appropriate expressive quality of the temple environment. The 
temple environment contains five types of expressive qualities; the formality, sacredness 
, mystery, dominance and purity. 

Then the patterns of behavior facilitated by each of these qualities , their way of 
achievement and the Architectural principles governing their character will be discussed 
in relation to world Architecture for the clear understanding of their implications. 

Finally in the first stage of the case study , different Architectural spaces , places 
patterns and elements were selected from several existing Buddhist temples to 
understand the expression of the temple environment with relevance to the mode of 
behavior or the way of practice of Buddhist devotee. These spaces, places, patterns, 
elements and planning arrangements are illustrated with photographs and drawings of 
selected temple environments under the each and every act of the way of practice of 
Buddhism 
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The second type of the study, was based on the first study, and it was done by 
selecting an ideal situation where the appropriate expressive qualities facilitate the 
required mode of behavior or the way of practice of the Buddhist devotee. The way 
that ideal situation expresses the required qualities through its built form was illustrated 
through photographs, and the study was primarily based on the sequence of the way 
of practice Buddhism. 

At last this study will lead to a conclusion which would primarily help to understand 
the nature of the relationship of the physical built environment and the human 

behavior and to identify whether it is an one way process or a two way process or a 
process in which each one is independent on the other. 

Scope and limitations 

Firstly the basic argument which says that, correct human behavior is facilitated by the 
appropriate Architectural expressions of the environment, is carried out by limiting the 
study only to a particular group of people's behavior, namely the Buddhist devotee's 
behavior, and the particular built environment, the temple environment. 

The behavioral analysis of the Buddhist devotee, is predominantly based on the way of 
practice of Buddhism, which was developed according to the Buddha's explanations and 
modified by the social and cultural situations of the related context 

In the behavioral analysis only a selected numbers of major religious activities are 
analyzed in order to understand the usual behavioral patterns of the devotees. 

Therefore, this study deals with only five major expressive qualities of the temple which 
are derived from the behavioral analysis. The other simpler expressive qualities which 
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may exist in a more diluted manner (these qualities could be identified by analyzing 
the other 

activities which are not discussed) are not taken in to consideration for the study, in 
order to make an in-depth study of the selected major expressions. 

Similar to many other things, Sri Lankan temple Architecture too has been subject to 
constant changing processes of the world , with the passage of time. Difficulties and 
restrictions arose in selecting and illustrating the existing examples necessary to explain 
the identified expressive qualities, mainly due to the degeneration of original intentions 
and characteristics of most of the built forms. 

Due to inadequate perfect examples, the study is not limited to a particular period of 
time or era of Sri Lankan Architecture, which would have made the analysis clearer. 

Finally, since this study deals with the character of the spaces and the expressive 
qualities of the built environment which exist in a three dimensional form, illustrating 
and explaining them, by the use of two dimensional illustrations, is inherently difficult to 
the technical and time limitations. 


